Carbon nanotube–chromophore hybrids are promising building blocks in order to obtain a controlled electro-optical transduction effect at the single nano-object level. In this work, a strong spectral selectivity of the electronic and the phononic response of a chromophore-coated single nanotube transistor is observed for which standard photogating cannot account. This paper investigates how light irradiation strongly modifies the coupling between molecules and nanotube within the hybrid by means of combined Raman diffusion and electron transport measurements. Moreover, a nonconventional Raman enhancement effect is observed when light irradiation is on the absorption range of the grafted molecule. Finally, this paper shows how the dynamics of single electron tunneling in the device at low temperature is strongly modified by molecular photoexcitation. Both effects will be discussed in terms of photoinduced excitons coupled to electronic levels.
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This zinc-based molecule was demonstrated to provide photogating on nanowires and nanotubes and furthermore presents the advantage of being reversibly charged by using light excitation in an easily accessible visible range. The Raman spectrum of TPPZn powder at 532 nm excitation line presents the two main molecular modes at 488 nm, which does not allow us to measure the spectrum of TPPZn powder at 532 nm excitation line presents the Raman fingerprint of the molecule (not shown) whereas the huge luminescence which does not allow us to measure the excited spectrum of TPPZn under light illumination for both 488 and 532 nm excitation. The Raman spectra are measured at excitation wavelength of 488 nm. Therefore, we perform a study on 16 double wall carbon nanotube (DWNT) transistors under white light illumination for both 488 and 532 nm excitation. This quenching of TPPZn luminescence by the nanotube at this wavelength allows us to detect the molecular Raman modes, which are also an indication of the effective coupling between these two moieties. Moreover, after the deposition, the nanotubes modes are enhanced by a factor four to seven in intensity and their frequency are downshifted by 3 cm⁻¹ for the G mode (Figure 1b). These signatures indicate a charge transfer between molecules and nanotubes after grafting. Furthermore, such intensity enhancement and luminescence quenching are a signature of chemical enhancement from charge transfer and/or dipolar effect between the nanotube and the molecules. Considering transistor operation at room temperature (see Supporting Information), the hybrid CNFET exhibits a shift corresponding to p-type doping of the field effect characteristics upon molecular deposition which is in agreement with the G band frequency downshift. Moreover, the nanotube hybrid transistor shows a relatively reduced conductance in the off state (1.3 nS), and an on-to-off ratio of 65, in agreement with previous reports of porphyrin-coated SWNT FETs, which was explained as the result of the addition of charged scattering sites distributed randomly along the nanotube. These features are typical of nanotube/molecular hybrids; we will focus in the following on the evolution of these electronic and phononic features under light exposure.

Figure 2 shows the influence of light illumination on a typical CNFET. We compare the vibrational and electrical responses of this CNFET under light irradiation with wavelength range outside the absorption bands of the molecule (470–480 nm) and with a wavelength in the absorption range of the molecule (550–560 nm). Figure 2a,b shows that the I–V curve is not significantly changed under illumination at 475 nm whereas a shift about +1.3 V is observed for an illumination at 555 nm. When shining green light over the sample, 13 FETs (81%) show positive shifts of the threshold voltage (with a mean shift of +3 V) corresponding to holes transfer from the molecule to the nanotube under light illumination. Actually, TPPZn molecules turn negatively charged upon irradiation and act as an additional gate onto the nanotube.

This spectral selectivity is also observed on the phononic response. Actually, we record Raman spectra of the devices under white light illumination for both 488 and 532 nm Raman laser excitations (Figure 3). At 532 nm excitation line, only a global enhancement is observed (Figure 2a) whereas at 488 nm, a nonconventional Raman behavior is observed. First,
at 532 nm, a slight reversible frequency upshift of the G band components is measured from the dark to the light on state (see Supporting Information for the fitting details), allowing us to conclude that only a small charge transfer occurs. Another general feature that appears under light illumination is the broadening of the G$^-$ peak and an increase of the background. These effects are compatible with a weak charge transfer and a partial luminescence from molecules, respectively.

Second, at 488 nm, the enhancement of the G modes is far different from the 532 nm case. The G mode region exhibits dramatic changes: under light exposure only, two large peaks turn out to be visible, one of them matching the dark state G mode with an upshift of 1 cm$^{-1}$ and an intensity twice higher, whereas the most intense one at 1587 cm$^{-1}$ was barely visible in the dark state. When the light is turned off, the new observed intense peak vanishes, while the other mode remains, still shifted by 1 cm$^{-1}$ and reduced in intensity. Different explanations can be proposed for such a photoinduced signature. The first one is that the nanotube is not fully covered with the molecules, thus some parts of it could sense the optical gating from the molecules whereas some remain unchanged. This would lead to a spectrum featuring superimposed peaks from the two portions, coupled and not to the molecules. In such case we would expect to observe superimposed features also in the dark state which is not the case. Moreover, light excitation brings the molecules in a new redox state which is stable for a few hours at room temperature. Such a state can transfer the photogenerated charges to the nanotube as visible by the shift of the G mode. This shift is compatible with surface charges on the nanotube induced by the molecules but it cannot account for the rise of an enhanced peak when light is on.

Actually, under light irradiation, the Soret and Q states of the porphyrin are populated so that energy is transferred from these molecular states to the nanotube excitonic state as already observed in SWNT photoluminescence experiments.$^{[29]}$ Excitonic states can have a major influence on the Raman intensity: if the Raman diffusion process involves a transition between a vibronic state of the nanotube that is close to an excitonic one, the coupling between these states allows the enhancement of the Raman cross section as described by Islam et al.$^{[30]}$ They observed such an enhancement for a phonon mode of CdSe quantum dots coupled to pyridine molecules where the laser excitation energy is in resonance with a charge transfer state and an excitonic state of the hybrid. In our case, we thus attribute the enhancement of one intrinsic mode of the nanotube G band to a Raman process promoted by charge transfer resonance and an excitonic resonance in our hybrid device. Since the two optical phonons G$^+$ and G$^-$ present different symmetries, they will be enhanced differently depending on the dipolar influence of the excitons in the system. Regarding
the different enhancement factors between the Raman spectra at 532 and at 488 nm, only laser line at 488 nm exhibits a dramatic enhancement of optical phonons, while 532 nm line is resonant with the nanotube (RBLM are visible meaning the laser matches an electronic transition) but do not show so strong enhancement. These two observations strongly suggest that this enhancement arises from a resonance of the 488 nm line with the molecular charged state (after illumination) and with the excitonic state of the nanotube. Indeed, energy separation between the two laser lines (210 meV) is compatible with the energy of excitons in a nanotube.

Interestingly, the redox state reached by the molecule under light irradiation is stable for hours after illumination which accounts for the stable shift of the G mode whereas the non-conventional Raman effect disappears as the light is turned off. In order to get more insights into the underlying dynamics of these phenomena, we recorded the time evolution of the electrical and vibrational response of the hybrid device. Figure 4 shows the resistance of a hybrid CNFET during a dark/light-on/light-off cycle as shown on the timeline. The gate voltage is set at a constant value of 22 V so that the CNFET is in the threshold regime and not fully saturated in order to gain electrostatic field sensitivity. When switching on the light, we observe a resistance decrease from 20 to 17 kΩ (~15%) which, according to the transfer characteristics shown in Figure 2, corresponds to an effective p-doping. The time needed to reach a new steady state is of about 100 s. When switching off the light after 80 s, we observe no significant change in the resistance of the device. We tested over 16 samples, among which only one went back to the previous state after 2 days in ambient conditions. However, by applying a gate voltage about ~40 V on the backgate, we observe that within 150 s the resistance reaches a new steady state. In order to avoid the influence of the hysteresis, we then apply +30 V backgate voltage. When the backgate is tuned from 30 to 22 V, the resistance goes back to 22 kΩ, which is similar (~15%) to the dark state of the CNFET (not shown). Thus, we can use the backgate voltage to control and reset the illumination effect on the molecule in the hybrid in order to perform repeated operation of the optical switching of the device.

Similar behavior is observed in the vibrational response in burst mode Raman spectroscopy: a short accumulation time (1 s) was used so as to record one spectrum every 5 s, and cycles of 100 s illumination followed by off states of 100 s were applied. For the first cycle, there is a clear doubling of the RBLM intensity (~2) when switching the light on, with a constant time of about 50 s, followed at the switching off by a decrease to a lower value than finally to the dark state (~25%) with a constant time of about 60 s. Almost the same behavior is observed on the G band (a lowering of ~22% with a time constant around 40 s, not shown). Similar measurements were performed for non-functionalized devices which showed no effect at all.

Both Raman and transport measurements show that two different dynamics come into play. First, a relatively fast process with a constant time of 50 s reveals the weak capacitive coupling between the nanotube and the molecules. The second process involves long characteristics time constants up to hours corresponding to the relaxation time of charges trapped around the nanotube either in the substrate or in molecules around.

From room temperature experiments we conclude that the dramatic enhancement of the phonon signature of the hybrid is due to the possibility of resonantly transferred excitons from the charged state of porphyrins to the nanotube under light exposure. Furthermore, the persistence of the light induced doping is strongly dependent on charge trapping in the nanotube vicinity. Charge trapping in nanotube transistors is related to adsorbrates, defects or trapping sites in the oxide layer or at interfaces and is known to strongly modify effective doping. Charge trapping is thermally activated, in order to get insights into trapping mechanisms, we record single charge trapping/detrapping in the nanotube vicinity at low temperature depending on the light irradiation.

When reaching low temperature (10 K), the transfer characteristics is similar to that observed at room temperature but exhibits additional features superimposed on the regular field effect response. These features are hysteretic conductance steps regularly spaced both in gate voltage and in the logarithm of the conductivity (Figure 5a). This behavior is assigned to single charge transfer between a trap and the nanotube as already observed in single electron memories and CNFETs decorated with nanoparticles. In the hybrid system, single charge tunneling occurs at low temperature between a molecular cluster and the nanotube, the latter being also a single charge electrometer. Considering the nanometer range of the nanotube diameter, electric field lines are concentrated at the nanotube surface, which promote charge tunneling with the environment and detection through field effect of the transistor. Such features are not observed on non-functionalized nanotubes and are assigned to the presence of the deposited molecules. From the voltage change between two steps ΔVp, one can infer the capacitance CT between the trap T and the nanotube channel as

\[ C_T = \frac{e}{\Delta V_p} \] (1)

where \(\Delta V_p = 0.56\ V\) which gives \(C_T = 0.3\ \text{aF}\). AFM performed on our devices shows that the molecular grains are larger than the nanotube diameter and about 30 nm (Supporting Information), so we can approximate \(C_T\) with a simple cylinder-plane capacitance model.
Drastic changes occur when using a blue filter including the absorption range of the molecule. First, we observe a global shift of the transfer characteristics by +1.5 V corresponding to an effective p-doping similar to the room temperature case. Moreover, we still detect quantized features which are regularly spaced with the same gate steps as without light, meaning that the trap self capacitance is still the same as without light. We attribute these features to the single charge transfers from one molecule to another within the cluster before tunneling to the nanotube.

When exposing the device to light illumination, the power is low on the sample to prevent heating. For red light illumination (Figure 5b), we observe very little changes on the transfer characteristics: steps are still visible with the same spacing and shifted by only 0.1 V. Neither smoothing nor resistance change are visible which discards any eventual heating from light.

\[
C_T = \frac{2\pi d T e^2 e_x}{\ln \left( \frac{h + \sqrt{h^2 - d_{NT}^2}}{d_{NT}} \right)}
\]  

(2)

where \( d_{NT} \) is the nanotube diameter (2 nm), \( d_T \) is the trap size, and \( h \) is the tunneling distance between the trap and the nanotube. We then obtain a distance of about 30 nm which allows to observe signatures of charge tunneling. Since the steps are regularly spaced in gate voltage, we conclude that the associated trap is not a single molecule which would rather exhibit molecular orbital spectrum. We thus attribute these regular peaks to a cluster of molecules in the Coulomb blockade regime. Furthermore, the presence of hysteresis between the up and down ramps of gate voltage is a signature of irreversibility in the charge tunneling (Figure 5a). Such irreversibility cannot occur in a single tunneling junction, but requires junctions in series implementing a so-called multiple tunneling junction (MTJ).\[18\] In such junctions, charges tunnel one by one along a series of potential wells which could be due in our case to tunneling from one molecule to another within the cluster before tunneling to the nanotube.
voltage sweep rate and \( v_0 = (\epsilon / t) C_T \) is characteristic of MTJ and provides a time constant \( t \) related to the charge tunneling dynamics. In our experiment, temperature and gate sweep rate are kept constant. We observe an overall shift of the characteristics upon blue light but the quantized steps exhibit same spacing as in the dark state. This spacing is directly proportional to the charging energy which we conclude to be constant upon illumination. From Nakazato’s model, we conclude that the hysteresis area change is then directly due to a modification of the time constant \( t \), pointing out to a modification in the dynamics of charge transfer through the MTJ, which is consistent with the work of Holloway et al.\(^6\) Upon light exposure, the molecules involved in the MTJ turn excited which modifies the potential profile of the multiple barriers involved in the charge transfer to the nanotube. Indeed, Gruneis et al. have observed sharp features in the case of a trap being very well coupled to a nanotube.\(^6\) In our case, we conclude that from a weak nanotube–trap coupling in darkness, light allows optical switching of the MTJ into a strong coupling regime. The change in the coupling is difficult to quantify since we do not have information about the structure of the MTJ. Still since the hysteresis area is divided only by a factor two, we can conclude that the coupling is moderately tuned by light. This modification is thought sufficient to observe modification of quantized steps into peaks related to the change of dynamics.

In summary, we demonstrate in this work the possibility to get a light-activated transistor based on a chromophore-coated single nanotube hybrids acting down to the single charge transfer limit at low temperature. We have shown that beyond charge transfer, photogating of hybrid nanotube/chromophore goes along with an unusual Raman signal enhancement for laser excitation energies which match the chromophore absorption range. This photogenerated Raman enhancement is a consequence of the energy transfer between the charged state of the molecule (after light absorption) and the excitonic state of the nanotube which leads to a renormalization of the Raman cross section. Both transport and Raman signals exhibit such spectral dependence.

Moreover, at low temperature, light exposure induces optical switching of the charge tunneling with a spectral dependence related to the molecule absorption spectrum. Furthermore, we also demonstrate the light action on kinetics in the carbon-nanotube-based single electron memories. The control of single charge tunneling with light is a novel aspect that will be further exploited with a better control of the chromophore nanotube coating.

Experimental Section

**Fabrication of the Devices:** A powder of catalytic-Chemical Vapor Deposition double wall carbon nanotubes\(^6\) was dispersed by ultrasonics in 1,2-dichloroethane by mild sonication. About 20 \( \mu \)L of the suspension was deposited onto a patterned SiO\(_2\)/Si wafer by spin-coating. After deposition, DWNTs were located by low voltage scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to design 50 nm thick Pt electrodes by e-beam lithography. The lengths of the DWNTs were between 1 and 2 \( \mu \)m.

**Characterization of the Hybrids:** Absorption spectra were recorded using a VIS/NIR Lambda 900 spectrometer. Raman measurements were performed by using a confocal Witec alpha 500 and a T64000 Jobin Yvon spectrometer. In Witec spectrometer, the elastically scattered light from the sample was filtered out by a Notch filter, while the inelastically scattered light was collected and sent to a spectrometer with a resolution less than 1 cm\(^{-1}\). A typical Raman spectrum was acquired in 1–10 s. To avoid laser heating, laser power was kept below 0.5 mW\(\mu\)m\(^{-2}\). Regarding the Raman spectra at 488 nm, the inelastic light was measured in the back-scattering configuration on a triple subtractive Jobin Yvon T64000 micro-spectrometer in the same experimental conditions as on the Witec spectrometer. Room temperature transistor characteristics were obtained with a vacuum Desert Cryogenics probe station using two beryllium-copper probes. Transfer characteristics \((I_D, V_G)\) curves were acquired in a current-based lock-in configuration using a Stanford Research 830 lock-in amplifier. The transistor characteristics of the device were measured by applying a 50 nA drain–source current while sweeping the gate voltage between \( \pm 30 \) V. Light illumination of the device was performed by using X-Cite 120Q excitation white light source with a constant power about 100 W and different color filters (see Supporting Information). The low temperature transport measurements were performed in a Janis optical cryostat down to 10 K.

Supporting Information

Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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